
Appliacations of MST
I was curious if Tarjan’s UNION-FIND had any real applications. Lance

reminded me that it can be used to speed up Kruskal’s MST algorithm. I
then was curious if MST had any real applications.

Lancce asked Chatty and got the following (I put it in LaTeX form).

1. Network Design:

Perhaps the most direct application of MSTs is in designing efficient
networking systems, including telecommunications, computer networks,
and transportation networks. The goal is often to minimize the total
length of the cables or roads while ensuring connectivity among all
points.

2. Electrical Circuit Design:

MSTs can be used in designing electrical circuits, optimizing the layout
to minimize the material cost while ensuring effective connectivity.

3. Cluster Analysis:

In data science, MSTs are useful for cluster analysis. By representing
data points as vertices in a graph and distances between them as edge
weights, an MST can help identify natural clusters within the data.

4. Image Segmentation:

MSTs are used in computer vision for segmenting images into regions
based on similarities. This is crucial in various applications like medical
imaging, facial recognition, and pattern recognition.

5. Approximation Algorithms for NP-Hard Problems:

For some complex optimization problems that are NP-hard, such as the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), MSTs provide a way to quickly
compute an approximate solution. (NOTE FROM BILL: this was
Kruskal’s original motivation. He used MST to get the algorithm that
does TSP within twice optimal.)

6. Urban Planning and Construction:

In urban and regional planning, MSTs help in the optimal placement of
roads, pipelines, and other infrastructure to connect various locations
in the most cost-effective manner.
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7. Forest Management:

In forestry, MSTs can optimize the layout of roads for logging to min-
imize environmental impact while ensuring access to all areas.

8. Supply Chain and Logistics:

MSTs are used in optimizing routes and networks for supply chains,
ensuring efficient transportation of goods with minimal cost.

9. Tour Planning and Navigation Systems:

They assist in creating efficient routes for tour planning, navigation
systems, and delivery routes.

10. Graph Drawing and Network Visualization:

MSTs are useful in creating more readable and comprehensible visual-
izations of networks, by forming a backbone that highlights the under-
lying structure of the network.
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